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After the millennium,  
ongoing millennarianism 

•  Contemporary discourse one of disjuncture, dislocation, 
deterritorialization, rupture, apprehension 

•  Global disaster & catastrophe, but no decisive cataclysms 
yet!  

•  Strains of visionary optimism rooted in relevance of human 
agency to determine course of even “post-modern” events 	
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•  optimisms defined in relation to apparatuses of 
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EMBRACE - a post-human future in which the accelerating 
returns of technological development conquer death, 
disease, want, and despair 

AMBIVALENCE - a humanistic future augmented by 
ingenious technologies borne of individual artistry, 
redirecting the massifying trajectory of contemporary 
communication media 

REJECTION - an anarchistic future of mutual aid and 
reciprocity unmediated by the mystifying technologies 
deployed by bureaucracies of power and control 



Singularity is…!

•  astrophysical/mathematical term for black holes 

•  first used in non-specialist context by Vernor Vinge 
in apocalyptic sci-fi novel about disappearance of 
humanity 

•  generally used in AI / technologist circles to refer to 
coming event made inevitable by Moore’s Law 



Transcendent man !

Ray Kurzweil, amidst Moore’s Law 



2005 

•  firm conviction in “re-
programmability” of humans & the 
universe 

•  humans, cells, molecules, atoms 
are coded data sets 

•  humanity & AI will merge, entering 
a symbiotic, trans-universal age of 
immortality and ultimate knowing	




•  believes within his lifetime we will do away with death  

•  doesn’t “hope to”, intends to re-animate his dead father 



I wonder… !

What are the odds that the self-aware AI noosphere will 
manifest a communitarian (humanist) sense of ethical 
responsibility? Good? Or great? 



Techno mystick !

Jaron Lanier 



Digital humanism !

2010 

•  Lanier an early proponent of new 
media worlds of the internet & 
virtual reality 

•  currently concerned with 
concentration of power in the hands 
of “nerds” 

•  believes technology can be 
liberating and empowering, but not 
as currently deployed 



Locked in !
•  “lock-in” occurs when previously 
inventive technology becomes status 
quo and restricts further innovation 
(MIDI, “files”, UNIX) 

•  culture suffers, has become 
stagnant 

•  new media environment de-
emphasizes role of individual 
authorship in the generation of new 
ideas 

•  collectivity interesting but 
encourages hive-mindedness 



Augmented humanity !
•  Kurzweil’s singularity bores 
Lanier: too locked in! 

•  rather, accelerating returns 
will yield opportunities for new 
means to sidestep lock-in 

•  technology will open new 
possibilities to expand limits of 
human creativity 

•  fails to lucidly articulate how 
this will happen; closes with 
extended meditation on 
morphology of cuttlefish 



There’s no future for the future !

Paris, 2005 

London,  2011	


Athens, 2011	




2007 (FR), 2009 (US) 

We’ve been torn from all 
belonging !

•  conditions of world system designed to 
close off possibilities of human freedom 

•  technological determinism posits that we 
don’t have any option but to adapt to 
“progress” 

•  adaptation is not a mark of intelligence 
but of slavery 

•  society demanded that we pursue 
“independence” via work/financial security; 
we should instead pursue independence 
from society 



“Hold on to what you feel to be true. Start 
from there.”!

•  we are already situated within civilization’s collapse: we must 
take advantage of the opportunities this presents us 

•  in crisis we are forced to rediscover the rhythms of reality 

•  hasten collapse/open pockets of resistance thru sabotage / 
interference with society’s “perpetuum mobile” 

•  form communes 

•  not primitivist (“there is no going back in history”); rather, against 
reification of power, which is manifest in the technological 
apparatuses of our age (spectacle) 



What we talk about when we talk 
about optimism !

•  Optimism necessarily in dialectical relation to 
pessimism and despair 

•  Cry of affirmation of human agency / the “real” 

•  Fundamental tension re: our mediating technologies: 
liberating or enslaving? Little bit of both?   


